
PROVIDENCE MODERATE
As of 2018/03/31

ASSET ALLOCATION
%

Equity & Property 51.5

Bond 27.1

Cash 20.1

Other 1.3

Total 100.0

UNDERLYING HOLDINGS
PSG Equity E

Centaur BCI Flexible C

Laurium Flexible Prescient B4

BCI Income Plus C

Coronation Strategic Income P

Prescient Income Provider A2

Sesfikile BCI Property B1

MORNINGSTAR EQUITY STYLE BOX
Portfolio Date: 2018/03/31
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Value Blend Growth

Market Cap %

Market Cap Giant 12.7

Market Cap Large 28.6

Market Cap Mid 25.6

Market Cap Small 24.9

Market Cap Micro 8.2

MONTHLY RETURNS %
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2016
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-0.4 -0.7 -1.2
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-1.9 1.4 4.0 1.1 1.0 -0.6 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.6 1.9

2.1 2.7 0.8 1.9 -0.8 -0.4 1.0 -0.8 -0.6 3.9 -0.3 -0.9
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The objective of this multi-asset portfolio is to provide investors with long-term capital 
growth. The portfolio aims to generate a return of CPI + 4% p.a. over any rolling 5-year 
period and maintains a moderate to high risk profile as it may invest up to 60% in 
equities. The portfolio is compliant with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. The 
portfolio is suitable for compulsory or post retirement savings.

PORTFOLIO DETAILS
Regulation 28 compliant

Benchmark

ASISA Sector

Weighted Average cost of funds**

Discretionary Management fee

Yes

CPI +4%

SA Multi Asset Medium Equity

0.77

0.20

INVESTMENT RETURNS
Time Period: 2014/03/11 to 2018/03/31
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RISK STATISTICS
Time Period: 2015/06/01 to 2018/03/31

Providence
Moderate

MA
Medium

Equity

All
Share
Index

Max Drawdown

# of Periods

Recovery # of Periods

% Positive Months

Best Quarter

Worst Quarter

Annualised Return

-8.33

3.00

4.00

52.94

8.91

-5.97

5.15

-4.34

4.00

58.82

4.50

-2.89

3.54

-3.02

3.00

2.00

64.71

4.43

-2.20

7.63

TRAILING RETURNS
YTD 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 5 YR

Providence Moderate

SA CPI +4%

South African MA Medium Equity -2.89 3.78 3.09 3.61 7.03

2.52 8.19 9.35 10.01 9.65

-2.20 6.15 8.09 7.57

*The ASISA sector is used as a comparative benchmark to outperform, whereas CPI+4% is the primary objective of the fund.

*Returns are simulated and based on the underlying funds at the initial weightings and are net of published asset manager fees. Returns greater than a year have been annualised.
**Please note: the average weighted cost of the underlying funds is merely an indication as the underlying fund fees may vary from one platform to another. The average weighted cost varies daily as the weightings of the funds vary. The weighted average cost 
shown is not the same as the Total Investment Charge (TIC). Where applicable, performance fees are included at benchmark. The abovementioned fees exclude Financial Advisor fees, platform fees and VAT.
©2018 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered trademarks of Morningstar, Inc. The information, data, analyses, and opinions contained herein (1) include the proprietary information of Morningstar Inc. and its subsidiaries, 
(2) may not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without our prior written approval, (3) do not constitute investment advice offered by Morningstar, (4) are provided solely for informational purposes and therefore are not an offer to buy or sell a security, and 
(5) are not warranted to be correct, complete, or accurate. Morningstar shall not be responsible for any trading decisions, damages, or other losses resulting from, or related to, this information, data, analyses, or opinions or their use. It is important to note that 
investments in securities involve risk and will not always be profitable. MIM does not guarantee that the results of its investment decisions or the objectives of the portfolio will be achieved. MIM does not guarantee that negative returns can or will be avoided in 
any of its portfolios. An investment made in a security may differ substantially from its historical performance and as a result, you may incur a loss. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.  Market data and statistical information has been obtained from 
various sources that we consider to be reliable. However, we make no representation as to, and accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for, the accuracy or completeness of such information. The Morningstar Investment Management group comprises 
Morningstar Inc.’s registered entities worldwide, including South Africa. Morningstar Investment Management South Africa (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider (FSP 45679). Office address: 2nd Floor, Clock Tower Office Suites, V&A Waterfront, 
Cape Town, 8001.



QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE

PROVIDENCE MODERATE

TRAILING RETURNS
1 month 3 months 1 year 3 years* 4 years* 5 years*

Providence Moderate

Prescient Income Provider B3

BCI Income Plus C

Coronation Strategic Income A

PSG Equity A

Centaur BCI Flexible A

Laurium Flexible Prescient B3

Sesfikile BCI Property B 12.04

16.10

12.56

7.97

13.57

10.08

13.88

11.28

10.87

7.71

8.40

9.68

10.20

4.90

6.20

8.13

5.59

8.41

10.12

9.26

2.20

6.82

4.74

2.86

8.86

10.70

8.38

-12.68

-2.03

-2.95

-4.24

1.95

2.50

1.59

0.59

-2.71

-3.07

-4.30

1.12

0.90

0.56

-1.15 -2.20 6.15 7.57 10.25

QUARTERLY FUND COMMENTARY

Prescient Income Provider delivered performance behind that of its peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. The fund managers have been decreasing the duration of the fund as local 
government bond yields have come down. Current holdings are made up largely of floating rate exposure through banks, SOE’s and corporates to take advantage of the additional yield pick-up. 
While the fund is exposed to offshore assets, all the currency exposure has been hedged out. The fund has a small allocation to local property, which makes up 3% of the fund. The fund is 
currently yielding 8.9% and has an average duration of 0.4 years. 

BCI Income Plus delivered performance slightly ahead of its peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. This fund invests predominantly in high yield credit instruments. The manager is 
willing to take on the additional credit risk to capitalise on the yield pick-up from these investments. The fund doesn’t take any duration risk, with the duration of the fund kept as low as 
possible. The fund has an allocation of 58% to local bonds and a 9% allocation to global high yield bonds. 30% of the fund is currently held in local cash, with this exposure providing a buffer 
against potential credit events. The fund is currently yielding 10.4%. The managers will be increasing the fund’s offshore exposure to 30% over the coming months.

Coronation Strategic Income delivered performance slightly behind that of its peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. This diversified multi-asset income fund continues to produce 
strong cash-plus returns by investing in a variety of yielding instruments. The fund has maintained substantial exposure to corporate credit and remains cautious in the risks associated with long 
dated debt. The fund’s relatively high local property allocation detracted from the fund’s performance over the quarter as local property came under pressure. The managers have been 
decreasing their exposure to bonds, which now make up 50% of the fund. Government bonds are only a small component of the fund’s bond exposure and the bulk of the bond allocation is 
made up of corporate floating rate bonds.

PSG Equity delivered performance ahead of its peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. Given the omnipresent losses in local and global markets, the fund held up relatively despite 
posting negative returns for the quarter. The fund outperformed its peers as well as the local equity market as measured by the FTSE/JSE All Share Index by a decent margin.  The portfolio’s 
healthy mid-cap exposure and lack of Naspers promoted outperformance over the quarter. Negative returns were driven by stock specific factors and the adverse impact of rand strength on 
the offshore sleeve of the portfolio, which is made up of a 20% allocation to offshore equities. We remain confident in the managers’ ability to construct a well-diversified, yet high conviction 
portfolio of undervalued, yet quality stocks with superior long-term return potential. The top five holdings are Old Mutual, Discovery, Glencore, Brookfield Asset Management and Super Group.

Centaur BCI Flexible delivered performance ahead of peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. The fund follows a unique process that is guided by the interest rate cycle and company 
fundamentals. The portfolio comprises a set of core holdings, with the managers trading opportunistically on the fringes. Changes to the asset allocation of the fund over the quarter included an 
increase in exposure to local equities and local bonds at the expense of local property and local cash.  Equities now make up 80% of the fund, with 61% allocated to local equities and 19% to 
offshore equities. Cash makes up 10% of the portfolio, with 9% allocated to local cash and 1% allocated to offshore cash. Local bonds make up 8% of the fund. The fund’s top local equity 
holdings are Old Mutual, British American Tobacco, Naspers, Rand Merchant Insurance and Woolworths.

Laurium Flexible Prescient delivered performance ahead of peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. The fund’s flexible mandate allows the managers to allocate freely between equities, 
bonds, listed property and cash. However, Laurium is an equity-driven house, with a focus on local stock selection. Thus, the fund will typically run a high equity exposure, with cash used as the 
default asset class. The fund’s biggest holding, Naspers, had a difficult start to the year and produced a return of -16% for the quarter after a stellar 2017. Changes in the asset allocation of the 
fund over the quarter included an increase in exposure to local equities at the expense of local cash. Equities make up 81% of the fund, with 70% allocated to local equities and 11% allocated 
to offshore equities (achieved via US and European ETFs). Bonds make up 12% of the portfolio, with 7% allocated to local bonds and 5% allocated to offshore bonds. The balance of the fund is 
held in local listed property (5%) and offshore cash (2%). The fund’s top local equity holdings are Naspers, RMB Holdings, Barclays Africa, Old Mutual and Reinet. 

Sesfikile BCI Property delivered performance ahead of its peers for the quarter ended 31 March 2018. It has been an extremely difficult quarter for listed property markets and the fund’s 
performance reflects this. After a very strong finish to 2018, listed property markets were swept away by the rumours and allegations relating to the Resilient Group Companies, which drove 
massive share price declines over the quarter. At the beginning of the year these companies comprised approximately 43% of the index and at the end of the first quarter they comprised 25%. 
While these effects were omnipresent and defining in quarterly returns there were some positives. Some of the larger domestically focused counters, such as Growthpoint and Redefine, 
produced good performance over the quarter. From a portfolio perspective, we remain invested in listed property and have been cautious not to reduce our allocation given the amount of 
speculation and possibly overreaction over the past quarter. Listed property has unique characteristics thereby providing significant diversification benefits. The asset class has a low correlation 
with equities and investors are presented with the potential for both capital growth and the ability to generate a steady income stream over the long term.


